ROOM SERVICE

I can safely say that I’ve never had anyone looking even remotely as gorgeous as the boys that feature in Room Service. The premise is simple – photograph hot boys in various states of undress in the finest hotel rooms across the world and publish in a book. Sold! Sadly we didn’t find out which hotels provide the sumptuous backdrops, but really it’s all about the boys. If ever a hotel opens where boys like this comes with room service, please let us know.

www.adamraphael.com

ON GUERRILLA GARDENING

The environment seems to be on the brink of global disaster – but local concerns can often be overlooked. When Richard Reynolds began gardening secretly outside his council block in south London, he had no idea he was part of a global movement committed to combating the urban forces of litter, pollution, vandalism and, worst of all, apathy about public spaces. This brilliant book charts the revolutionary history of guerrilla gardening from its roots in 1970s Manhattan and urges us all to start cherishing our shared environment.

www.guerrillagardening.com